liv	INTRODUCTION
Jahanglr's silver issues begin with the heavy Kalima type, and this is succeeded by heavy rupees bearing the rare couplet shown on No. 980. Normal-weight rupees of this couplet type are known$ and these are succeeded about the sixth year by the usual ilaM type which goes on to the end of the reign. Gold ilaM coins and one or two copper pieces exist.
The rupees of Shah Jahan commence with the ordinary Kalima type, which is superseded early in the second year by the Kalima-Ilahi type—for remarks on this type see the Note on Akbarnagar. Attention is drawn to the rare type of years 1041 and 1042, exemplified by Coin. No. 1280, which is peculiar to the mints of Akbarabad and Burlianpiira The £ square areas' type begins in the fifth year. The earliest f square areas' issue has the pious ejaculation sS3u» 4)1 jJ»., as an addition to the usual reverse marginal legend. This feature is shared by the issues of at least one other mint, Daulatabad, With the gold coins, the csquare areas3 type begins in the fourth year with a coin of the exceptional variety just described—1. M. Cat.9 No. 844-—and continues to the end of the reign. No copper coins have been found, but silver msars are known on which the mint-town is called Baldat Burhanpur.
On the first silver issue of Aurangzeb—No. 1617—Burhanpiir is distinguished by the epithet *^U i'jJb (the sumptuous town'. This coin is still unique. The usual couplet type begins with the third year. Gold coins are fairly common, and a copper coin was published in N.S. V, § 34.
On Aurangzeb's death, Burhanpiir recognized the pretensions of A'zam Shah, and coins of this claimant in both gold and silver are known. They were speedily superseded by the issues of Shah 'Alam I, on which the mint-town is called ^^J\ ^b ' abode of pleasure'. This epithet henceforth accompanies the name of the mint till the end of the dynasty.
The remaining issues of Burhanpiir call for little comment. They are known of the normal types in both gold and silver of all the regular emperors from Shah 'Alarn I to Shah 'Alam II, except Eafi£u-d-darjat and 'Alamglr II, of whom only rupees have been found. A copper coin of Shah *Alam II is recorded as having been in the "White King Cabinet. A inohar of Jahandar Shah was published in N.S. VI, on which the mint is called Daru-s-saltanat, and a Burhanpiir rupee, not yet identified, was described in N. S. XII, § 74. Probably it is a rupee of Muhammad Shah, as Prinsep in his * Useful Tables* gives an alleged coin couplet of this emperor which contains the epithets ^jJ

